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it was a tribute to the genius of vaikom muhammad basheer, a man who left the world of the written word. the docudrama, directed by p.c. hareesh, is based on a play titled anarghanimisham by basheer and was first staged in 1988. the docudrama narrates the story of a man and a
woman who fall in love despite being from different backgrounds. the story is a powerful tale of love, unrequited love and forbidden love. the sree sankaracharya, the tenth-century advaita philosopher and spiritual leader, was a great influence in basheer’s intellectual evolution, the poet
says in his manjusha prabandham. for instance, when basheer encountered the teachings of the great sage, he says he felt a great fear. his life, however, was full of suffering that he took for the ways of god, the great poet says. the sree sankaracharya, he adds, had the wisdom to know
that suffering was part of the divine plan. as a mark of respect, basheer says, the sree sankaracharya is often called sree rama, sree krishna and sree ramachandra. basheer often brought up the issue of love in his stories. in kadamakku, the story of a flower picked from the backyard, it
is in basheers own words: “if all of the happenings in the entire world can be reduced to love, there is nothing in the world more pure than love.” basheer lived all his life in vellayambalam, a small village in kanyakumari district of the south indian state of kerala. yet, his influence can be

felt far and wide. he was one of the early forerunners of the short story form, and he was a master at the parodie, the mix of fiction and truth, that he pioneered.
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he started his literary career in 1938 with the publication of a collection of short stories titled anarghanimisham.
the book, which was banned by the british government, was a critique of the then dravidian movement. he wrote

the collection in malayalam as the british authorities had banned it in english. basheer would always credit his
mother for inspiring him to become a writer. she encouraged him to write and gave him early training in the art of
writing. according to him, she would tell him, deyamey kavitey maaruthaam, kerala ko chakkaram. (in the early
days, i wrote only letters, but as time passed, the letters turned into short stories). basheer has also written a

poetry collection, kadavathumpathu, which is considered to be a classic among malayalam poets. his collections
of short stories anarghanimisham, nirapathikal, and nirandhra kahavu are highly acclaimed. and, his malayalam

plays puthiya padam and parayanum vare also have gained him a loyal following. written by mohyuddin
muhammed basheer, kadavathumpathu, in keralas malayalam language, is considered to be a classic among

malayalam poets. the work is meant as a message to his fellow poets, who he believed had fallen prey to the idea
of being a "local poet." a master of malayalam prose, basheer penned a series of tales in the malayalam

language, which have been translated into multiple languages, including hindi, english, malayalam, tamil, telugu,
kannada, marathi, gujarati, urdu, oriya, and bengali. 5ec8ef588b
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